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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD:

[0001] The invention relates to an access controlled door lock in a door, as well as a conduit providing the merged
power-communications cable for interactions and power delivery for components within the door.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] The invention relates to improving security and access control for doors using a merged power-communication
cable, which allows the entire access control identification mechanism to reside within the door.
[0003] Today, an access control system for a door requires at least an access control identification mechanism, an
access controlled door lock, a way to generate a Request-to-Exit (REX) signal, and a door position sensor. These
elements are used to form the prior art access control system involving a power network and a data-communications
network. An equipment closet is usually physically located near the door being controlled. The equipment closet contains
a door lock power supply and a data-communications node. The power network couples to the door lock power supply.
The data-communications network couples to the data-communications node. The data-communications node commu-
nicates with a central security node, often through a communications network.
[0004] There are several problems with the access control door systems of the prior art. Installing an access controlled
door lock system involves a lot of wiring, entailing high installation expenses. The power network and the data-commu-
nications networks require many different cables wired to each door being controlled. Once the wiring has been installed,
each interface from the equipment closet to the door must be tested. Such testing costs personnel time and may cause
delays in deploying an access control system in multiple door environments, such as industrial, commercial and gov-
ernment buildings. Additionally, maintenance and repair is complicated by the wiring complexity. These complications
cost the user money.
[0005] Some common terms used to describe communications follow, based upon on the web site glossary of technical
terms from the web site http://www.its.bldrdoc.gov/fs-1037/dir-001/_0063.htm, accessed in 2004.
[0006] The Open Systems Interconnection-Reference Model (OSI-RM) refers to an abstract description of the digital
communications between application processes running in distinct systems. The model employs a hierarchical structure
of seven layers. Each layer performs value-added service at the request of the adjacent higher layer and, in turn, requests
more basic services from the adjacent lower layer:
[0007] The Physical Layer is Layer 1, the lowest of seven hierarchical layers of the OSI-RM. The Physical layer
performs services requested by the Data Link Layer. There are three major functions and services performed by the
physical layer. First, establishment and termination of a connection to a communications medium. Second, participation
in the process whereby the communication resources are effectively shared among multiple users, e.g., contention
resolution and flow control. And third, conversion between the representation of digital data in user equipment and the
corresponding signals transmitted over a communications channel.
[0008] The Data Link Layer is Layer 2 of the OSI-RM. This layer responds to service requests from the Network Layer
and issues service requests to the Physical Layer. The Data Link Layer provides the functional and procedural means
to transfer data between network entities and to detect and possibly correct errors that may occur in the Physical Layer.
Note: Examples of data link protocols are HDLC and ADCCP for point-to-point or packet-switched networks and LLC
for local area networks.
[0009] The Network Layer is Layer 3 of the OSI-RM. This layer responds to service requests from the Transport Layer
and issues service requests to the Data Link Layer. The Network Layer provides the functional and procedural means
of transferring variable length data sequences from a source to a destination via one or more networks while maintaining
the quality of service requested by the Transport Layer. The Network Layer performs network routing, flow control,
segmentation/desegmentation, and error control functions.
[0010] The Transport Layer is Layer 4 of the OSI-RM. This layer responds to service requests from the Session Layer
and issues service requests to the Network Layer. The purpose of the Transport Layer is to provide transparent transfer
of data between end users, thus relieving the upper layers from any concern with providing reliable and cost-effective
data transfer.
[0011] The Session Layer is Layer 5 of the OSI-RM. This layer responds to service requests from the Presentation
Layer and issues service requests to the Transport Layer. The Session Layer provides the mechanism for managing
the dialogue between end-user application processes. It provides for either duplex or half-duplex operation and estab-
lishes checkpointing, adjournment, termination, and restart procedures.
[0012] The Presentation Layer is Layer 6 of the OSI-RM. This layer responds to service requests from the Application
Layer and issues service requests to the Session Layer. The Presentation Layer relieves the Application Layer of concern
regarding syntactical differences in data representation within the end-user systems. Note: An example of a presentation
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service would be the conversion of an EBCDIC-coded text file to an ASCII-coded file.
[0013] The Application Layer is Layer 7, the highest layer of the OSI-RM. This layer interfaces directly to and performs
common application services for the application processes; it also issues requests to the Presentation Layer. The common
application services provide semantic conversion between associated application processes. Note: Examples of common
application services of general interest include the virtual file, virtual terminal, and job transfer and manipulation protocols.
[0014] Communications refers herein to at least one of the following First, information transfer, among users or proc-
esses, according to agreed conventions. Second, the branch of technology concerned with the representation, transfer,
interpretation, and processing of data among persons, places, and machines. The meaning assigned to the data typically
must be preserved during these operations.
[0015] Information transfer refers herein to the process of moving messages containing user information from a source
to a sink.
[0016] Data refers here to representations of facts, concepts, or instructions in a formalized manner suitable for
communication, interpretation, or processing by humans or by automatic means. Any representations such as characters
or analog quantities to which meaning is or might be assigned.
[0017] A Layer in a telecommunications network and/or an open systems architecture, refers herein to a group of
related functions that are performed in a given level in a hierarchy of groups of related functions. In specifying the
functions for a given layer, the assumption is made that the specified functions for the layers below are performed, except
for the lowest layer.
[0018] Open systems architecture refers herein to a layered hierarchical structure, configuration, or model of a com-
munications or distributed data processing system and/or a nonproprietary systems architecture.
[0019] The layered hierarchical structure, configuration, or model of a communications or distributed data processing
system provides the following: the layered hierarchical structure enables system description, design, development,
installation, operation, improvement, and maintenance to be performed at a given layer or layers in the hierarchical
structure. The layered hierarchical structure allows each layer to provide a set of accessible functions that can be
controlled and used by the functions in the layer above it. The layered hierarchical structure enables each layer to be
implemented without affecting the implementation of other layers. The layered hierarchical structure allows the alteration
of system performance by the modification of one or more layers without altering the existing equipment, procedures,
and protocols at the remaining layers.
[0020] Examples of independent alterations by modifying one or more layers include the following. Converting from
wire to optical fibers at a physical layer without affecting the data-link layer or the network layer except to provide more
traffic capacity. And altering the operational protocols at the network level without altering the physical layer.
[0021] Connection refers here to at least one of the following: A provision for a signal to propagate from one point to
another, such as from one circuit, line, subassembly, or component to another. An association established between
functional units for conveying information.
[0022] Communications medium refers herein to at least one of the following: In telecommunications, the transmission
path along which a signal propagates, such as a wire pair, coaxial cable, waveguide, optical fiber, or radio path. The
material on which data are or may be recorded, such as plain paper, paper tapes, punched cards, magnetic tapes,
magnetic disks, or optical disks.
[0023] A channel refers herein to at least one of the following: A connection between initiating and terminating nodes
of a circuit. A single path provided by a transmission medium via either physical separation, such as by multipair cable
or electrical separation, such as by frequency- or time-division multiplexing. A path for conveying electrical or electro-
magnetic signals, usually distinguished from other parallel paths. Used in conjunction with a predetermined letter, number,
or codeword to reference a specific radio frequency. The portion of a storage medium, such as a track or a band, that
is accessible to a given reading or writing station or head. In a communications system, the part that connects a data
source to a data sink.
[0024] A transfer refers herein to sending information from one location and to receive it at another.
[0025] A packet refers herein to a sequence of binary digits, which may including data and/or control signals, that is
transmitted and/or switched as a composite whole. The data, control signals, and possibly error control information, are
typically arranged in a specific format.
[0026] A format refers herein to the arrangement of bits or characters within a group, such as a word, message, or
language.
[0027] A group refers herein to the following within the context of frequency division multiplexing and/or in the context
of a set of characters forming a unit for transmission of cryptographic treatment. A group in frequency-division multiplexing
refers herein to a specific number of associated voice channels and/or data channels, either within a supergroup or as
an independent entity.
[0028] Routing refers herein to the process of determining and prescribing the path or method to be used for establishing
telephone connections or forwarding messages.
[0029] TCP/IP refers herein to Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol, which is a set of communications
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protocols required to communicate over a channel with the Internet. A TCP/IP Stack refers herein to the method of
interacting with the Internet, which is often implemented as software running on a computer. The Internet Protocol refers
herein to a packet switching protocol used as the network layer in the TCP/IP stack.
[0030] To summarize. Methods and apparatus are needed which simplify installation of access control systems for
doors. A simple, modular approach is needed for installing and operating an access control system for a door. Access
control systems are needed which can be installed in a door with a minimum of wiring. Access control systems are
needed which interact across standard communications networks with centralized security systems.
[0031] US 6,259,352 B1 discloses a door lock system comprising an entry door for a building having electrical com-
ponents for sensing and reacting to emergency conditions and having the capability to communicate with other doors
as part of a door network. This door lock system comprises communication lines which can be bundled together with
power and ground and where a power line carrier may also be used for communication to eliminate the need for distinct
data lines.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0032] Aspects and embodiments of the present invention are defined in any one of the accompanying claims.
[0033] The invention includes a preferred mechanism for controlling access through a door, which electrically couples
to security and power networks through a merged power-communication cable. This is the invention’s access control
module. When installed, the access control module preferably couples with a position magnet located in a strike plate
mounted in the door frame. The access control module preferably includes an access control identification mechanism,
an access controlled door lock, a door position sensor, and a Request Exit switch. Today the access control identification
mechanism is preferably an access control scanning device, which is further preferably an access control card reader.
The invention includes many alternatives on the elements of the access control module, which will be disclosed in the
detailed description to follow.
[0034] The invention has the advantages of providing network interacting door locks without any additional power
wiring. It supports security software models such as door objects as discussed on the www.sbd.us web site. It allows
door security control to easily employ one or more communication networks to update access to each door equipped
with the invention.
[0035] The invention includes a method of controlling access to the door using a merged power-communication cable.
Electrical power is provided from the merged power-communication cable through a means for managing the electrical
power to a processing module, an access control identification mechanism and an access controlled door lock. The
processing module interacts with the access control identification mechanism and with the merged power-communication
cable to control the access controlled door lock. The processing module and the access controlled door lock are located
in the door. Preferably, the access control identification mechanism is also located in the door.
[0036] The invention also includes a method of using the access control module to make an access controlled door.
By way of example, an installation estimate based upon this method shows an access door total of less than half the
estimated cost of the prior art approach.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0037]

Figure 1A shows a simplified schematic of a typical prior art access controlled door;

Figure 1B shows a schematic of the inventions access control module coupling a merged power-communication
cable through a door conduit and aligned with a position magnet mounted in a door frame on the door latch side;

Figure 2A shows a preferred embodiment of the access control module, the merged power-communication cable,
and the strike plate of Figure 1B;

Figures 2B shows the door frame side of the strike plate of Figure 2A;

Figures 2C to 2E show alternative embodiments of the hinge conduit of Figures 1B, 2A, 3A, 3D, 4A, 4B, and 16B,
used to provide the merged power-communication cable;

Figure 3A shows the door coupled with the door conduit providing a merged power-communication cable into the
door to certain embodiments of the access control module of Figures 1B and 2A;
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Figure 3B shows a typical view of the secured side of the door of Figure 1B and 3A, including the access controlled
door lock, and the REquest eXit switch;

Figure 3C shows a typical view of the unsecured side of the door of Figures 1B, 3A, and 3B, including at least one
access control identification mechanism and the access controlled door lock;

Figure 3D shows the hinge side of the door at which the door conduit of Figures 1B and 3A couples with the door frame;

Figure 3E shows a placement of the door position sensor on the door latch side of the door of Figures 1B and 3A;

Figure 4A shows the access control module of Figures 1B and 3A, where the means for interacting includes a first
communications coupling between the processing module and the communication channel;

Figure 4B shows the access control module of Figure 4A where the means tor interacting further includes the access
identifier coupling to the communication channel, and the access control coupling to the communication channel;

Figure 5A shows the access control module of Figure 3A where the processing module includes the means for
managing and the means for interacting;

Figure 5B shows a refinement of the processing module of Figures 3A, and 4A to 5A, where the communication
interface, is an implementation of the means for interacting and is controllably coupled to the power interface, which
is an implementation of the means for managing;

Figures 6A and 6B show the processing module of Figure 3A, and 4A to 5B, including a processing computer, which
is first accessibly coupled to the processing memory;

Figure 7A shows an embodiment of the communication interface of Figures 6A and 6B including a communication
interface computer;

Figure 7B shows an embodiment of the access control identification mechanism including an access identification
computer, an access control scanning device, an identification interface, and an access identification memory;

Figure 8A shows a communication interface including a channel interface cryptically coupled with the encryption
module, and providing the first communications coupling;

Figure 8B shows the encryption module including at least one of a send-encryption mechanism and/or a receive-
enciyption mechanism;

Figure 8C shows that an access control scanning device may include at least one of the following: the access control
card reader, the access control biometric sensor, which may in turn include any of the following: a facial biometric
sensor, a fragrance biometric sensor, a fingerprint biometric sensor, a skin residue DNA biometric sensor, and a
skin characteristic sensor;

Figure 8D shows a security state for the door, which may take any one of the values of a secure door, a forced open
door, a held open door, and an unlocked door;

Figure 9 shows a preferred implementation of the access control module of Figures 1B, 2A, 3A, and 4A to 5A,
including the processing computer, the power interface, the channel interface, and the peripheral interface;

Figure 10A shows a detail flowchart of the processing program system of Figures 2A, 6A, 6B, and 9;

Figure 10B shows a detail flowchart of Figure 10A further interacting with the access control identification mechanism
and the merged power-communication cable to control the access controlled door lock;

Figure 11A shows a detail flowchart of Figure 10B further incorporating the access identification to create an access
directive;

Figure 11B shows a detail flowchart of Figure 11A, and alternatively, part of the communications program system
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of Figures 7A and 9, for sending the access identification via the merged power-communication cable to create a
sent-identification;

Figure 12A shows a detail flowchart of Figure 11B, further processing the access identification;

Figure 12B shows a detail flowchart of Figure 11A, and part of the communications program system of Figures 7A
and 9, for receiving the access directive;

Figure 12C shows a detail flowchart of Figure 12B further processing the access directive message to create the
access directive;

Figure 13 shows a detail flowchart of Figure 10B further receiving the access identification;

Figure 14A shows a detail flowchart of Figure 10B, alternatively part of the access identification program system of
Figures 7B and 9, further receiving the access identification;

Figure 14B shows a detail flowchart of the processing program system of Figures 6A, 6B and 9;

Figure 15A shows a detail flowchart of Figure 10A further managing the electrical power;

Figure 15B shows a detail flowchart of Figure 10A further interacting;

Figure 15C shows a detail flowchart of Figure 10B further controlling the access controlled door lock;

Figure 17A shows the access controlled door lock including a piezoelectric controlled door lock;

Figure 17B shows alternatively, the access controlled door lock including a standalone door lock powered by an
internal power storage device;

Figure 17C shows the access controlled door lock including an access controlled cylinder lock;

Figure 17D shows the access controlled door lock including an access controlled mortise lock;

Figure 17E shows an alternative access controlled door lock including a standalone door lock which is not powered
by an internal power storage device; and

Figure 17F shows alternatively, the access controlled door lock including a solenoid controlled door lock.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0038] The invention includes a method of using an access control module 2000 to make an access controlled door
as shown in Figure 1B. By way of example, an installation estimate based upon this method shows an access door total
of less than half the estimated cost of the prior art approach shown in Figure 1A. The inventor has recognized a need
for improvement, and provided a solution to a significant installation cost problem.
[0039] Figure 1A shows a schematic of a door 10 implementing the access control technology of the prior art. The
access control technology of today requires separate installation of an access control card reader 310, a Request Exit
Switch 30, a door position sensor 40 and an access controlled door lock 80. Each of these units requires separate wiring
through at least one door conduit 300, which must provide power and communications wiring to each of these modules.
The door frame 8 must further include a position magnet 46, which must work successfully with the door position sensor
40. During installation the position magnet 46 must be aligned with the door position sensor 40. Often these units must
be installed in the door and tested one at a time, which dramatically increases the installation time and cost. The cost
of running the many separate wires dramatically adds to the installation time and cost. At the local security closet, each
of the control and data connections, as well as the power connections, for each of the installed units, must also be built
and tested.
[0040] Figure 1B shows a schematic of the door 10 using a preferred access control module 2000, which in turn uses
a merged power-communication cable 50. The merged power-communication cable 50 is provided through the door
conduit 300 to a security network 5002, as will be discussed in Figure 16B. The access control module will be discussed
further in Figures 2, 3A, 4A, 4B, 5A, 6A, 6B, and 9.
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[0041] The invention has the advantage of providing network interacting door locks without any addition power wiring.
It supports security software models such as door objects. It allows door security control to easily employ one or more
communication networks to update access to each door equipped with the invention.
Tables 1 and 2 show installation estimates for the prior art door of Figure 1A and the invention’s door of Figure 1B.

Table 1 illustrates an installation estimate for the access controlled door of Figure 1A using the prior art, indicating a 
total cost of over $4,200 (US).

Item Remark Cost

Electric lock premium over mechanical lock Assume a mortise lock $400

Wired hinge premium over a mechanical hinge Assume a wired hinge $100

Door board for connections at the door Typical of many systems $500

Portion of access panel or Smart Remote Box Cost of Smart 
Remote Box with 16 portions for a fully utilized panel 
including 40 hours installation at $75 per hour

Assume 16 card reader 
capacity with 12 Volt and 24 
Volt DC power supplies

$750

Access control card reader Typical prior art switch plate 
style

$400

Door contact In edge of door as in Figs 1B 
or 1E

$10

Request-to-Exit Switch PIR Device $150

Install equipment at door 6 hours at $75 per hour $450

Wire cost from Smart Remote Box to door and wire at door 150 feet at $0.50 per foot $75

Wire installation cost to door 160 feet, 4 hours at $75 per 
hour

$300

Junction box for door, back box for card reader, plus any 
conduit stubs to ceiling

$500

Programming 1 hour at $75 per hour $75

Sub total $3710

Warranty, overhead and profit at 15% $557

Access door total $4,267

Table 2 illustrates an installation estimate for the door 10 of Figure 1B, using the invention’s access control module 
2000, indicating a total of $1,760 (US), less than half the estimated cost of the prior art approach.

Item Remark Cost

Access control module premium over a mechanical lock. 
This assumes a mortise lock at $400, so the access 
control module at $1,300

Assume a mortise lock $900

Wired hinge premium over a mechanical hinge Assume a wired hinge $100

Portion of access panel or Smart Remote Box with 1 Rack 
Unit in an IDF closet with 16 portions for a fully utilized 
panel including 2 hours installation at $75 per hour

Assume 16 access control 
card reader capacity with 
panel cost at $1,600

$100

Off-the-shelf PoE IP switch 24 port at $1,000, but only 17 
used

$65

Install equipment at door 1 hours at $75 per hour $75

Wire cost from Smart Remote Box to door and wire at 
door

150 feet at $0.10 per foot $15
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[0042] The invention includes a preferred mechanism for controlling access through a door 10. The mechanism, known
herein as the access control module 2000, electrically couples to security and power networks through a merged power-
communication cable 50 as shown in Figures 1B and 16B. Figures 2A, 3A, 4A to 5A, and 9 show examples of the
invention’s access control module 2000. When installed, the access control module 2000 preferably couples with a
position magnet 46 located in a strike plate 60 mounted in the door frame 8. The access control module 2000 may
preferably include an access control identification mechanism 20, an access controlled door lock 80, a door position
sensor 40, and a Request Exit switch 30. The invention includes many alternatives of the elements of the access control
module, which will be disclosed in the detailed description to follow.
[0043] The merged power-communication cable 50, shown in the Figures, uses a single cable to provide both a
communications protocol and to distribute power. The merged power-communications cable will support both delivering
electrical power and providing at least one communications channel. The merged power-communication cable 50 includes
at least two wires. One example of a merged power-communication cable 50 is the various versions of the Power over
Ethernet (PoE) cable standard. The Power over Ethernet cable may preferably support a standard CAT-5 or CAT-6 cable.
[0044] The use of the merged power-communication cable 50 to exclusively supply all electrical power and commu-
nications to the access control module 2000 in the door 10 has numerous advantages. The invention includes a door
conduit 300 as shown in Figures 2C to 2E. Each door conduit 300 includes exactly the merged power-communication
cable 50 conveyed in a protected passage 302 between a first conduit opening 304 and a second conduit opening 306,
which are mounted on the door frame 8 and door hinge side 12.
[0045] The merged power-communication cable 50 may further preferably include at least one merged power-com-
munication coupling 48 as shown in Figure 2A. As shown in Figure 2C, the merged power-communication cable 50 may
preferably include two of the merged power-communication couplings 48. The merged power-communication coupling
48 may further preferably embody a RJ-45 connector. The access control module 2000 may further preferably include
a power-communications mating coupling 56 for coupling to the merged power-communication coupling 48 as shown
in Figure 2A.
[0046] The invention includes a preferred module for controlling access through the door 10, which electrically couples
to security and power networks through the merged power-communication cable 50. This module is an example of the
invention’s access control module 2000 as shown in Figures 1B, 2A, 3A, 4A to 5A, 7B, and 9. The access control module
2000 preferably includes an access control identification mechanism 20, an access controlled door lock 80, a door
position sensor 40, and a Request Exit switch 30.
[0047] The invention includes the door 10 made using the access control module 2000 as shown in Figures 1B, 3A,
4A, 4B, and 16B. The door conduit 300 may be assembled on the door hinge side 12 of the door 10 as shown in Figures
2B to 2D, and 3D. The invention includes the door 10 mounted in the door frame 8. Preferably, the position magnet 46
is included in the strike plate 60 supporting alignment of the door position sensor 40 by aligning the first latch 66 to the
first latch entry 62 included in the strike plate 60, as shown in Figures 2A and 2B. It may be further preferred that a dead
bolt latch 68 also align to a second latch entry 64 in the strike plate 60. The position magnet 46 is further preferred to
be located on the face of the strike plate 60 facing the door frame 8.
[0048] In Figures 1A and 1B, the Request Exit Switch 30 is available for use on the secure door side 16 as further
shown in Figure 3B. The access control identification mechanism 20 is available on the unsecured door side 18 of the
door 10 as shown in Figure 3C. A typical application, such as in a hotel, has the secure door side 16 of the door 10
facing the interior of a room, apartment, and/or suite. Often, the request exit switch 30 is built into an integrated door
lock, which also includes the access controlled door lock 80. In many situations, the access controlled door lock 80 and
the Request eXit switch 30 may be integrated into a single lock set. This is often the preferred mode of the invention. A
typical view of the unsecured door side 18 includes at least one access control identification mechanism 20 and the
access controlled door lock 80.

(continued)

Item Remark Cost

Wire installation cost to door 160 feet, 2 hours at $75 per 
hour

$150

Conduit stubs from hinge to ceiling $50

Programming 1 hour at $75 per hour $75

Sub total $1530

Warranty, overhead and profit at 15% $230

Access door total $1760
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[0049] The door position sensor 40 of Figures 3A and 3E may include an open circuit presenting two contacts, which
couple with a conductive strip 46 mounted in the door frame 8. Alternatively, the door position sensor 40 may interact
with a position magnet 46 mounted in the door frame 8. The door position sensor 40 may preferably be located at the
top of the door 10, adjacent to the door frame 8, and not necessarily visible.
[0050] The access control identification mechanism 20 of Figures 2A, 3A, 4A to 5A, and 9, may preferably include an
access control scanning device 378 as shown in Figures 8C and 9, which is further preferred to include an access control
card reader 310. The access control identification mechanism 20 may include an access control biometric sensor 312.
The access control biometric sensor 312 may include at least one of the following. A facial biometric sensor 314. A
fragrance biometric sensor 316. A fingerprint biometric sensor 318. A skin residue DNA biometric sensor 320. And a
skin characteristic biometric sensor 322.
[0051] In certain preferred embodiments, the access control scanning device 378 of Figure 7B is an access control
card reader 310. In certain preferred embodiments, there may be more than one access control scanning device 378.
To simplify the discussion and Figures, this discussion will focus on just one such device. This is not meant to limit the
scope of the claims.
[0052] In certain preferred embodiments, an access control biometric sensor 312 may be used. This may lead to
creating a biometric access sensor identification 340. Creating the biometric access sensor identification 340 may further
involve the use of a biometric sensor template 350.
[0053] The invention includes a method of controlling access to the door 10 using the merged power-communication
cable 50. Electrical power 52 is provided from the merged power-communication cable through the means for managing
100 electrical power to a processing module 1000, the access control identification mechanism 20 and the access
controlled door lock 80. The processing module 1000 interacts 200 with the access control identification mechanism 20
and with the merged power-communication cable 50 to control the access controlled door lock 80. The processing
module 1000 and the access controlled door lock 80 are located in the door 10. Preferably, the access control identification
mechanism 20 is also located in the door 10.
[0054] The access control module 2000 preferably implements this method. The access control module 2000 preferably
includes the following: The means for managing 100 electrical power from the merged power-communication cable 50
to the processing module 1000, the access control identification mechanism 20 and the access controlled door lock 80,
as shown in Figures 3A, 5A, 5B, 6B and 9. The means for interacting 200 between the processing module 1000, the
merged power-communication cable 50 and the access control identification mechanism 20 is used to control 84 the
access controlled door lock 80 as shown in Figures 3A, and 4A to 5B.
[0055] In Figure 3A, the access control module 2000 includes the following. A means for managing 100 electrical
power 52 from the merged power-communication cable 50 to the processing module 1000, the access control identification
mechanism 20 and the access controlled door lock 80. And includes a means for interacting 200 with the processing
module 1000, the merged power-communication cable 50 and the access control identification mechanism 20 to control
84 the access controlled door lock 80. The access control module 2000 preferably includes a processing module 1000,
an access control identification mechanism 20, an access controlled door lock 80, a request exit switch 30, and a door
position sensor 40. Preferably the processing module 1000 is interacting 200 with at least one communication channel
54 of the merged power-communication cable 50.
[0056] The invention includes operating the processing module 1000 in the door 10 to control access through the door
10 as shown in Figures 3A, 4A to 6B, and 9. The processing module 1000 receives at least part of the electrical power
52 from the merged power-communication cable 50. The processing module 1000 interacts with the access control
identification mechanism 20 and with the merged power-communication cable 50 to control the access controlled door
lock 80.
[0057] There are numerous alternative interconnection, control and communication schemes which various embodi-
ments of the access control module 2000 may use. As a starting point, consider the processing module 1000 of Figure
3A, and Figure 4A to Figure 5B including a processing computer 1100, which is first accessibly coupled 1102 to the
processing memory 1200, as shown in Figures 6A, 6B and 9. The processing memory 1200 includes the processing
program system 1300, the access identification 1220, and access directive 1210.The processing memory 1200 may
further preferably include the access identification message 1230 and/or the access directive message 1240.
[0058] In Figures 6A, 6B, and 9, the processing computer 1100 uses the first communications coupling 202 to com-
municate via the communication interface 210 with the communication channel 54. The communication interface 210
may preferably embody an implementation of the means for interacting 200.
[0059] In Figures 6A, 6B, and 9, the processing computer 1100 uses the peripheral interface coupling 802 to commu-
nicate and control via the peripheral interface 800. The processing computer 1100 communicates and controls the
access control identification mechanism 20 via the access identifier coupling 24 and via the peripheral interface 800.
The processing computer 1100 communicates and controls the access controlled door lock 80 via the access control
coupling 84 and via the peripheral interface 800. The processing computer 1100 communicates and controls the Request
EXit Switch 30 to provide the sensed request_to_exit state 32 via the peripheral interface 800. The processing computer
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1100 communicates and controls the door position sensor 40 to provide the sensed door position 42 and via the peripheral
interface 800.
[0060] Some of the following figures show flowcharts of at least one method of the invention, possessing arrows with
reference numbers. These arrows will signify of flow of control and sometimes data supporting implementations including
at least one program operation or program thread executing upon a computer, inferential links in an inferential engine,
state transitions in a finite state machine, and dominant learned responses within a neural network.
[0061] The operation of starting a flowchart refers to at least one of the following. Entering a subroutine in a macro
instruction sequence in a computer. Entering into a deeper node of an inferential graph. Directing a state transition in a
finite state machine, possibly while pushing a return state. And triggering a collection of neurons in a neural network.
The starting of a flowchart is denoted by an oval with the word "Start" in its interior.
[0062] The operation of termination in a flowchart refers to at least one or more of the following. The completion of
those operations, which may result in a subroutine return, traversal of a higher node in an inferential graph, popping of
a previously stored state in a finite state machine, return to dormancy of the firing neurons of the neural network. The
operation of termination is denoted by an oval with the word "Exit" in its interior.
[0063] A computer as used herein will include, but is not limited to an instruction processor. The instruction processor
includes at least one instruction processing element and at least one data processing element. Each data processing
element is controlled by at least one of the instruction processing elements.
[0064] The invention also includes the processing module 1000 implemented as means for its operations. These
means may include at least one of any of the following: a computer, a finite state machine, a neural network and an
inferential engine.
[0065] The operations of the processing module 1000 may be implemented as program steps in a processing program
system 1300 controlling at least one computer, the processing computer 1100. The program steps residing in a processing
memory 1200 may be accessibly coupled with the processing computer 1100. As used herein, any memory may include
at least one volatile memory address and/or at least one non-volatile memory address. The content of a volatile memory
address may be altered by a loss of electrical power. Whereas the content of a non-volatile memory address is unaffected
by the loss of electrical power.
[0066] In certain embodiments of the invention, the means for managing 100 the electrical power 52 may include a
power interface 100. Figure 10A shows a detail flowchart of the processing program system 1300 of Figures 6A, 6B,
and 9 for the inventions method. Operation 1312 supports managing the power interface 100 to distribute the electrical
power 52. Operation 1322 supports interacting with the access control identification mechanism 20 and the merged
power-communication cable 50 to control 84 the access controlled door lock 80.
[0067] The means for managing 100, possibly implemented as the power interface 100, may provide a third electrical
power 102 to the means for interacting 200. The means for interacting 200 may include, and/or be implemented as, a
communication interface 210 interacting with the merged power-communication cable 50 as in Figures 5A and 5B. The
power interface 100 may preferably provide a second electrical power 82 to the access controlled door lock 80.
[0068] The processing module 1000 may operate as in Figure 4A. The power interface 100 receives at least part of
the electrical power 52 from the merged power-communication cable 50 and provides a third electrical power 102 to a
communication interface 210 which interacts 200 with the merged power-communication cable 50. The power interface
100 may provide a second electrical power 82 to the access controlled door lock 80.
[0069] The invention also includes the processing module 1000 implemented as means tor its operations. These
means may include at least one of the following: a computer, a finite state machine, a neural network and an inferential
engine. As used herein a computer includes at least one instruction processor and at least one data processor, where
each of the data processors is controlled by at least one of the instruction processors.
[0070] The operations of the processing module 1000 may be implemented as program steps in a processing program
system 1300 controlling at least one computer, the processing computer 1100, as shown in Figures 6A, 6B, and 9. The
program steps reside in a processing memory 1200 accessibly coupled with the processing computer 1100. The process-
ing memory 1200 may include volatile and/or non-volatile memory addresses.
[0071] Figure 9 shows a preferred implementation of the access control module 2000 of Figure 3A, and Figure 4A to
Figure 5A, including the processing computer 1100, the power interface 100, the channel interface 220, and the peripheral
interface 800, which have been previously discussed.
[0072] In Figure 9, the method of operating the access control module 2000 is shown as the processing computer
1100 directed by the communications program system 3000, the access identification program system 3300, and the
processing program system 1300. To simplify the discussion, these potentially separate operational aspects will be
primarily discussed in terms of the processing program system 1300, with specific reference made to operations which
might frequently be performed by the access identification computer 370 and/or the communication interface computer
230. One skilled in the art will recognize that some or all of these operations may just as readily be performed by the
access identification computer 370 and/or the communication interface computer 230.
[0073] In certain preferred embodiments, the processing module 1000 interactions may include the following. Receiving
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an access identification 1220 from the access control identification mechanism 20. Incorporating the access identification
1220 to create an access directive 1210. The processing module 1000 controlling the access controlled door lock 80
based upon the access directive 1210.
[0074] Figure 10B shows a detail flowchart of operation 1322 of Figure 10A interacting with the access control iden-
tification mechanism 20 and the merged power-communication cable 50 to control 84 the access controlled door lock
80. Operation 1352 supports receiving the access identification 1220 from the access control identification mechanism
20. Operation 1362 supports incorporating the access identification 1220 to create an access directive 1210. Operation
1372 supports controlling the access controlled door lock 80 based upon the access directive 1210.
[0075] In certain preferred embodiments, the processing module 1000 may further interact as follows. The processing
module 1000 may receive a sensed door position 42 from a door position sensor 40. The processing module 1000 may
receive a sensed request_to_exit state 32 from a Request Exit switch 30, also sometimes known as a REX switch.
Controlling the access controlled door lock 80 may be further based upon the sensed door position 42, the sensed
request_to_exit state 32 and the access directive 1210.
[0076] Figure 15B shows a detail flowchart of operation 1322 of Figure 10A. Operation 1772 supports receiving a
sensed door position 42 from the door position sensor 40 of Figures 3A, 3B, 3E, 5A, and 9. Operation 1782 supports
receiving a sensed request_to_exit state 32 from a Request EXit switch 30.
[0077] Figure 15C shows a detail flowchart of operation 1372 of Figure 10B further controlling the access controlled
door lock 80. Operation 1792 supports controlling the access controlled door lock 80 based upon the sensed door
position 42, the sensed request_to_exit state 32, and the access directive 1210.
[0078] Figure 16A shows a detail flowchart of operation 1792 of Figure 15C further controlling the access controlled
door lock 80. Operation 1812 supports determining a security state 270 of Figure 8D for the door 10 based upon the
sensed door position 42, the sensed request_to_exit state 32, and the access directive 1210. Operation 1822 supports
performing the access directive 1210 upon the access controlled door lock 80. Operation 1832 supports sending the
security state 270.
[0079] Figure 4A shows the access control module 2000 of Figure 3A where the means for interacting 200 includes
a first communications coupling 202 between the processing module 1000 and the communication channel 54. Figure
4B shows the access control module 2000 of Figure 4A where the means for interacting 200 further includes the access
identifier coupling 24 to the communication channel 54, and the access control coupling 84 to the communication channel
54.
[0080] The access control module 2000 may preferably support a TCP/IP stack 246 in any of several alternative
embodiments. By way of example, the communication interface 210 may support the TCP/IP stack 246 stack for inter-
actions with the merged power-communication cable 50 as shown in Figure 7A. The access control identification mech-
anism 20 may support the TCP/IP stack 246 as shown in Figure 7B. The processing module 1000 may support the
TCP/IP stack 246 as shown in Figure 9.
[0081] The communication interface 210 may preferably include a communication interface computer 230 as shown
in Figure 7A. The communication interface computer 230 may accessibly couple with a communication interface memory
240, interactively couple with the merged power-communication cable 50 and controllably couple with the access con-
trolled door lock 80.
[0082] The access controlled door lock 80 may include a piezoelectric controlled door lock 700 as shown in Figure
17A. Alternatively, the access controlled door lock 80 may include a standalone door lock 710, as shown in Figure 17E,
and powered by an internal power storage device 714, which typically drives a Direct Current (DC) motor as shown in
Figure 17B. The access controlled door lock 80 may include an access controlled cylinder door lock 720 as shown in
Figures 2A and 17C. The access controlled door lock 80 may include an access controlled mortise door lock 730 as
shown in Figure 17D. Alternatively, the access controlled door lock 80 may include a solenoid controller door lock 722,
as shown in Figure 17F.
[0083] The invention also includes a door conduit 300 providing the merged power-communication cable 50 to at least
the processing module 1000 in the door 10. The door conduit 300 includes a protected passage capable of passing the
merged power-communication cable 50 from a door frame 8 conduit-opening to a door 10 conduit-opening inside the
door 10. The protected passage may also act as a mechanical hinge for the door. Figure 3D shows the door latch side
14 of the door 10 of Figures 1B, 2C, 2D, and 3A, where the door conduit 300 of Figure 2C to 3A, couples with the door
frame 8.
[0084] The components of the access control module 2000 may be organized in several ways to suit the needs of
various environments. The processing module 1000 may includes the means for managing 100 and the means for
interacting 200 as in Figures 5A and 5B. The means for managing 100, and/or the power interface 100, may include at
least one computer, at least one finite state machine, an inferential engine and/or a neural network.
[0085] Figure 5B shows a refinement of the processing module 1000 Figures 3A, and 4A to 5A. The communication
interface 210, which is an implementation of the means for interacting 200, is controllably coupled 104 to the power
interface 100, which is an implementation of the means for managing 100. The power interface 100 provides at least
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part of the electrical power 52 as a third electrical power 102 received by the means for interacting 200. There is no
single central computer shown. However, either or both the power interface 100 and/or the communication interface
210 may include at least one computer.
[0086] Figure 7A shows an embodiment of the communication interface 210 of Figures 6A and 6B including a com-
munication interface computer 230. The communication interface computer 230 is second accessibly coupled 242 to
the communication interface memory 240. The communications program system 3000 includes program steps residing
in the communication interface memory 240 to direct the operations of the communication interface 210. The commu-
nication interface memory 240 may also include, both through use of the communications program system 3000 and
other resources, the TCP/IP stack 246. The communication interface 210 may include an encryption module 250. The
communication interface 210 may store the access identification message 1230 and/or the access directive message
1240. The channel interface 220 interacts with the communication channel 54 to support communication via the merged
power-communication cable 50. The communication interface computer 230 is fifth coupled 222 with the channel interface
220.
[0087] The access control identification mechanism 20 of Figures 2A, 3A, 4A to 5A, and 9 may include the following.
Figure 7B shows an embodiment of the access control identification mechanism 20, which includes an access identifi-
cation computer 370, an access control scanning device 378, an identification interface 374, and an access identification
memory 360. The access identification computer 370 is third accessibly coupled 362 to the access identification memory
360. The access identification program system 3300 includes at least one program step residing in the access identifi-
cation memory 360, which implements, at least in part, the access identification method(s) used by the invention’s
embodiments. The access identifier coupling 24 interacts with the identification interface 374. The identification interface
374, in turn, access-ident-couples 372 with the access identification computer 370. The access identification computer
370 access-ID-couples 376 with the access control scanning device 378. The access identification computer 370, directed
by program steps of the access identification program system 3300, communicates via the access-ID-couples 376 with
the access control scanning device 378 to create the access identification 1220.
[0088] The discussion of the means for interacting 200, and more specifically the communication interface 210 con-
tinues. Figures 7A, 8A, and 9 show the communication interface 210 including a channel interface 220, which provides
the first communications coupling 202. The channel interface 220 couples with at least one communication channel 54.
[0089] The operation of the access control module 2000 may include using encryption to limit the potential compromising
the data content through reading or writing on the security network 5002 shown in Figure 16B. Interactions of the
processing module 1000 with the merged power-communication cable 50 may use encryption.
[0090] In Figure 8A, the channel interface 220 is cryptically coupled 252 with the encryption module 250. Figure 8B
shows the encryption module 250 including at least one of a send-encryption mechanism 254 and/or a receive-encryption
mechanism 256.
[0091] In Figures 3A, 4A to 5A, and 9, the processing module 1000 interacts 200 with the access control identification
mechanism 20, and with the merged power-communication cable 50, to control 84 the access controlled door lock 80.
At least the processing module 1000 and the access controlled door lock 80 are located in the door 10. Preferably, the
access control identification mechanism 20 is also located in the door 10.
[0092] Figure 11A shows a detail flowchart of operation 1362 of Figure 10B further incorporating the access identification
1220 to create an access directive 1210. Operation 1502 supports sending the access identification 1220 via the merged
power-communication cable 50 to create a sent-identification. Operation 1512 supports receiving the access directive
1210 from the merged power-communication cable 50 based upon the sent-identification.
[0093] Figure 11B shows a detail flowchart of operation 1512 of Figure 11A, and alternatively, part of the communi-
cations program system 3000 of Figures 7A and 9, for sending the access identification 1220 via the merged power-
communication cable 50 to create a sent-identification. Operation 1532 supports processing the access identification
1220 to create an access identification message 1230. Operation 1542 supports sending the access identification mes-
sage 1230 to create the sent-identification.
[0094] Figure 12A shows a detail flowchart of operation 1532 of Figure 11B, further processing the access identification
1220. Operation 1562 supports processing the access identification 1220 based upon the send-encryption mechanism
254 of Figure 8B to create the access identification message 1230.
[0095] Figure 12B shows a detail flowchart of operation 1512 of Figure 11A, and part of the communications program
system 3000 of Figures 7A and 9, for receiving the access directive 1210. Operation 1582 supports receiving an access
directive message 1240 from the merged power-communication cable 50 based upon the sent-identification. Operation
1592 supports processing the access directive message 1240 to create the access directive 1210.
[0096] Figure 12C shows a detail flowchart of operation 1592 of Figure 12B further processing the access directive
message 1240 to create the access directive 1210. Operation 1592 supports processing the access directive message
1240 based upon the receive-encryption mechanism 256 of Figure 8C to create the access directive 1210.
[0097] The discussion of the access control identification mechanism 20 continues. Figure 13 shows a detail flowchart
of operation 1352 of Figure 10B further receiving the access identification 1220. Operation 1612 supports receiving the
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access identification 1220 from the access control card reader 310 of Figure 8C. Operation 1622 supports receiving the
access identification 1220 from the access control biometric sensor 312. Operation 1632 supports receiving the access
identification 1220 from a facial biometric sensor 314. Operation 1642 supports receiving the access identification 1220
from a fragrance biometric sensor 316. Operation 1652 supports receiving the access identification 1220 from a fingerprint
biometric sensor 318. Operation 1662 supports receiving the access identification 1220 from a skin residue DNA biometric
sensor 320 or a skin characteristic biometric sensor 322.
[0098] The discussion of receiving the access identification 1220 continues. Figure 14A shows a detail flowchart of
operation 1352 of Figure 10B, alternatively part of the access identification program system 3300 of Figures 7B and 9.
Operation 1682 supports receiving a biometric access sensor identification 340 from the access control biometric sensor
312. Operation 1692 supports processing the biometric access sensor identification 340 based upon the biometric sensor
template 350 to create the access identification 1220.
[0099] The discussion of the biometric sensor template 350 continues. Figure 14B shows a detail flowchart of the
processing program system 1300 of Figures 6A, 6B and 9. Operation 1712 supports receiving the biometric sensor
template 350 from the merged power-communication cable 50. Operation 1722 supports sending the biometric sensor
template to the access control identification mechanism.
[0100] The discussion of managing the electrical power 52 continues. Figure 15A shows a detail flowchart of operation
1312 of Figure 10A. Operation 1742 supports providing a first electrical power 22 to the access control identification
mechanism 20. Operation 1752 supports providing a second electrical power 82 to the access controlled door lock 80.
[0101] The discussion of the use of various aspects of the invention in a security network 5002 continues. Figure 16B
shows the door 10 made with a first instance 2000-1 of the access control module 2000 coupled by a first cable instance
50-1 of the merged power-communication cable 50. The first cable instance 50-1 is routed through the door conduit 300
to the security network 5002. The first cable instance 50-1 may be seen in network diagrams to be a direct part of the
security network 5002.
[0102] In Figure 16B, the second instance 2000-2 of the access control module 2000 is shown to couple by a second
cable instance 50-2 of the merged power-communication cable 50 to a Power over Ethernet switch 3920. The Power
over Ethernet switch 3920 may communicatively couple 3902 to a controller 3900, all of which may be included in a
local security closet. The controller 3900 may be shown in network diagrams communicating over the security network
5002 with a server 5000. The server 5000 may have dedicated security activities, or else provide a transfer point to a
security management station which may be located at a distance from the door 10 and/or the server 5000.
[0103] The preceding embodiments have been provided by way of example and are not meant to constrain the scope
of the following claims.

Claims

1. An access control module, comprising:

an access controlled door lock;
an access control identification mechanism;
a door position sensor;
a processing module for operating said access controlled door lock in a door, wherein said processing module
is adapted to interact with said access control identification mechanism and with a merged power-communication
cable to control said access controlled door lock; and
means for managing electrical power from said merged power-communication cable to said processing module,
said access control identification mechanism, and said access controlled door lock; and characterised in that
said merged power-communication cable, delivered through a single door conduit, provides all of the power
and all the communication required to operate, said access control identification mechanism, said door position
sensor, and said access controlled door lock, wherein said merged power-communication cable implements a
form of Power Over Ethernet (PoE) protocol.

2. The access control module of Claim 1, wherein:

said processing module is adapted to receive an access identification from said access control identification
mechanism;
said processing module is adapted to incorporate said access identification to create an access directive; and
said processing module is adapted to control said access controlled door lock based upon said access directive.

3. The access control module of Claim 2, wherein said adaptation of the processing module to receive said access
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identification comprises said access control identification mechanism including an access control card reader.

4. The access control module of Claim 2 or 3, wherein:

said processing module is adapted to receive a sensed door position from the door position sensor; wherein
said processing module is adapted to receive a sensed request_to_exit state from a Request Exit (REX) switch;
and wherein
said processing module is adapted to control said access controlled door lock based upon said sensed door
position, said sensed request_to_exit state, and said access directive.

5. The access control module of Claim 4, wherein
said processing module is adapted to determine a security state for said door based upon said sensed door position,
said sensed request_to_exit state, and said access directive; wherein
said processing module is adapted to perform said access directive upon said access controlled door lock; and
wherein
said processing module is adapted to send said security state.

6. The access control module of Claim 5, wherein said security state is one of a secure door, a forced open door, a
held open door, and an unlocked door.

7. The access control module of any preceding claim, wherein said access controlled door lock includes a member of
the group, consisting of: a piezoelectric controlled door lock, a solenoid controlled door lock, and a Direct Current
(DC) motor.

8. The access control module of any preceding claim, wherein the means for managing said electrical power from said
merged power-communication cable, further comprises:

means for managing said electrical power from said merged power-communication cable to said processing
module; and
means for providing a first electrical power to said access control identification mechanism; and
means for providing a second electrical power to said access controlled door lock.

9. The access control module of any preceding claim,
wherein said processing module, further comprises:
said processing computer accessibly coupled with a processing memory containing at least one program step of a
processing program system directing said processing computer.

10. The access control module of Claim 9, wherein said processing computer includes at least one of a computer, a
finite state machine, a neural network, and an inference engine;
wherein said computer includes at least one instruction processor and at least one data processor; wherein each
of said data processors is directed by at least one of said instruction processors.

11. The access control module of any preceding claim, wherein said processing module comprises:

means for managing said electrical power from said merged power-communication cable to said processing
module, said access control identification mechanism, and said access controlled door lock; and
means for said processing module interacting with said access control identification mechanism and with said
merged power-communication cable to control said access controlled door lock.

12. The access control module of any preceding claim, wherein said means for managing said electrical power, further
comprises: a power interface coupled to said merged power-communication cable.

13. A method of controlling access through a door incorporating the access control module of any preceding claim,
comprising the steps of:

providing an electrical power from said merged power-communication cable to said processing module in said
door, said access control identification mechanism in said door, and said access controlled door lock in said
door; and
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interacting said processing module with said access control identification mechanism and with said merged
power-communication cable to control said access controlled door lock; and characterised in that
said merged power-communication cable, delivered through a single door conduit, provides all of the power
and all the communication required to operate said access control identification mechanism, said door position
sensor, and said access controlled door lock, wherein said merged power-communication cable implements a
form of Power Over Ethernet (PoE) protocol.

14. The method of Claim 13, wherein the step of interacting said processing module, comprises the steps of:

receiving in said processing module an access identification from said access control identification mechanism;
incorporating in said processing module said access identification to create an access directive; and
said processing module controlling said access controlled door lock based upon said access directive.

Patentansprüche

1. Zugangssteuerungsmodul, umfassend:

ein Türschloss mit Zugangssteuerung;
einen Zugangssteuerungs-Identifizierungsmechanismus;
einen Türpositionssensor;
ein Verarbeitungsmodul für den Betrieb des Türschlosses mit Zugangssteuerung in einer Tür, wobei das Ver-
arbeitungsmodul mit dem Zugangssteuerungs-Identifizierungsmechanismus und mit einem kombinierten
Strom-Kommunikations-Kabel zusammenwirken kann, um das Türschloss mit Zugangssteuerung zu steuern;
und
ein Mittel zur Steuerung des elektrischen Stroms von dem kombinierten Strom-Kommunikations-Kabel zu dem
Verarbeitungsmodul, dem Zugangssteuerungs-Identifizierungsmechanismus und dem Türschloss mit Zugangs-
steuerung; und dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass:
das kombinierte Strom-Kommunikations-Kabel, das durch eine einzelne Türleitung zugeführt wird, sämtlichen
Strom und die vollständige Kommunikation bereitstellt, der und die für den Betrieb des Zugangssteuerungs-
Identifizierungsmechanismus, des Türpositionssensors und des Türschlosses mit Zugangssteuerung erforder-
lich sind, wobei das kombinierte Strom-Kommunikations-Kabel eine Form eines Power over Ethernet (PoE)
Protokolls implementiert.

2. Zugangssteuerungsmodul nach Anspruch 1, wobei:

das Verarbeitungsmodul eine Zugangsidentifizierung von dem Zugangssteuerungs-Identifizierungsmechanis-
mus empfangen kann;
das Verarbeitungsmodul die Zugangsidentifizierung einschließen kann, um eine Zugangsregelung zu erzeugen;
und
das Verarbeitungsmodul das Türschloss mit Zugangssteuerung auf der Basis der Zugangsregelung zu steuern.

3. Zugangssteuerungsmodul nach Anspruch 2, wobei die Fähigkeit des Verarbeitungsmoduls, die Zugangsidentifizie-
rung empfangen zu können, den Zugangssteuerungs-Identifizierungsmechanismus umfasst, der eine Zugangssteu-
erungs-Kartenleser aufweist.

4. Zugangssteuerungsmodul nach Anspruch 2 oder 3, wobei:

das Verarbeitungsmodul eine erfasste Türposition von dem Türpositionssensor empfangen kann; wobei
das Verarbeitungsmodul einen erfassten Zustand einer Ausgangsanforderung von einem Ausgangsanforde-
rungsschalter (REX) empfangen kann; und wobei
das Verarbeitungsmodul das Türschloss mit Zugangssteuerung auf der Basis der erfassten Türposition, des
erfassten Zustands einer Ausgangsanforderung und der Zugangsregelung steuern kann.

5. Zugangssteuerungsmodul nach Anspruch 4, wobei:
das Verarbeitungsmodul einen Sicherheitszustand für die Tür auf der Basis der erfassten Türposition, des erfassten
Zustands einer Ausgangsanforderung und der Zugangsregelung bestimmen kann; wobei
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das Verarbeitungsmodul die Zugangsregelung an dem Türschloss mit Zugangssteuerung ausführen kann; und
wobei
das Verarbeitungsmodul den Sicherheitszustand übermitteln kann.

6. Zugangssteuerungsmodul nach Anspruch 5, wobei es sich bei dem Sicherheitszustand um einen der folgenden
Zustände handelt: eine sichere Tür, eine aufgestoßene Tür, eine offengehaltene Tür und eine entriegelte Tür.

7. Zugangssteuerungsmodul nach einem der vorstehenden Ansprüche, wobei das Türschloss mit Zugangssteuerung
ein Element der Gruppe aufweist, die aus folgenden besteht: einem piezoelektrisch gesteuerten Türschloss, einem
magnetisch gesteuertem Türschloss und einem Gleichstrommotor.

8. Zugangssteuerungsmodul nach einem der vorstehenden Ansprüche, wobei das Mittel zur Steuerung des elektri-
schen Stroms von dem kombinierten Strom-Kommunikations-Kabel ferner folgendes umfasst:

ein Mittel zur Steuerung des elektrischen Stroms von dem kombinierten Strom-Kommunikations-Kabel zu dem
Verarbeitungsmodul; und
ein Mittel zur Bereitstellung eines ersten elektrischen Stroms an den Zugangssteuerungs-Identifizierungsme-
chanismus; und
ein Mittel zur Bereitstellung eines zweiten elektrischen Stroms an das Türschloss mit Zugangssteuerung.

9. Zugangssteuerungsmodul nach einem der vorstehenden Ansprüche, wobei das Verarbeitungsmodul ferner folgen-
des umfasst:
dass der verarbeitende Rechner zugangsfähig mit einem Prozessorspeicher gekoppelt ist, der mindestens einen
Programmschritt eines verarbeitenden Programmsystems aufweist, wodurch der verarbeitende Rechner gesteuert
wird.

10. Zugangssteuerungsmodul nach Anspruch 9, wobei der verarbeitende Rechner mindestens eines der folgenden
aufweist: einen Computer, einen endlichen Zustandsautomaten, ein neuronales Netzwerk und eine Interference
Engine;
wobei der Rechner mindestens einen Befehlsprozessor aufweist und mindestens einen Datenprozessor, wobei
jeder der Datenprozessoren durch mindestens einen der Befehlsprozessoren gesteuert wird.

11. Zugangssteuerungsmodul nach einem der vorstehenden Ansprüche, wobei das Verarbeitungsmodul folgendes
umfasst:

ein Mittel zur Steuerung des elektrischen Stroms von dem kombinierten Strom-Kommunikations-Kabel zu dem
Verarbeitungsmodul, dem Zugangssteuerungs-Identifizierungsmechanismus und dem Türschloss mit Zugangs-
steuerung;
ein Mittel für die Interaktion des Verarbeitungsmoduls mit dem Zugangssteuerungs-Identifizierungsmechanis-
mus und mit dem kombinierten Strom-Kommunikations-Kabel, um das Türschloss mit Zugangssteuerung zu
steuern.

12. Zugangssteuerungsmodul nach einem der vorstehenden Ansprüche, wobei das Mittel zur Steuerung des elektri-
schen Stroms ferner folgendes umfasst: eine Stromschnittstelle, die mit dem kombinierten Strom-Kommunikations-
Kabel gekoppelt ist.

13. Verfahren zur Steuerung des Zugangs durch eine Tür, die ein Zugangssteuerungsmodul nach einem der vorste-
henden Ansprüche aufweist, wobei das Verfahren die folgenden Schritte umfasst:

Bereitstellen von elektrischem Strom von dem kombinierten Strom-Kommunikations-Kabel an das Verarbei-
tungsmodul in der Tür, den Zugangssteuerungs-Identifizierungsmechanismus in der Tür und das Türschloss
mit Zugangssteuerung in der Tür; und
Interaktion des Verarbeitungsmoduls mit dem Zugangssteuerungs-Identifizierungsmechanismus und mit dem
kombinierten Strom-Kommunikations-Kabel, um das Türschloss mit Zugangssteuerung zu steuern; und da-
durch gekennzeichnet, dass
das kombinierte Strom-Kommunikations-Kabel, das durch eine einzelne Türleitung zugeführt wird, sämtlichen
Strom und die vollständige Kommunikation bereitstellt, der und die für den Betrieb des Zugangssteuerungs-
Identifizierungsmechanismus, des Türpositionssensors und des Türschlosses mit Zugangssteuerung erforder-
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lich sind, wobei das kombinierte Strom-Kommunikations-Kabel eine Form eines Power over Ethernet (PoE)
Protokolls implementiert.

14. Verfahren nach Anspruch 13, wobei der der Interaktion des Verarbeitungsmoduls die folgenden Schritte umfasst:

Empfangen einer Zugangsidentifizierung von dem Zugangssteuerungs-Identifizierungsmechanismus in dem
Verarbeitungsmodul;
Integrieren der Zugangsidentifizierung in das Verarbeitungsmodul, um eine Zugangsregelung zu erzeugen; und
Steuern des Türschlosses mit Zugangssteuerung durch das Verarbeitungsmodul auf der Basis der Zugangs-
regelung.

Revendications

1. Module de commande d’accès, comprenant :

un verrou de porte à accès commandé ;
un mécanisme d’identification de commande d’accès ;
un capteur de position de porte ;
un module de traitement pour faire fonctionner ledit verrou de porte à accès commandé dans une porte, ledit
module de traitement étant conçu pour interagir avec ledit mécanisme d’identification de commande d’accès
et avec un câble de puissance-communication combiné pour commander ledit verrou de porte à accès
commandé ; et
un moyen pour gérer la puissance électrique provenant dudit câble de puissance-communication combiné audit
module de traitement, audit mécanisme d’identification de commande d’accès, et audit verrou de porte à accès
commandé ; et caractérisé en ce que
ledit câble de puissance-communication combiné, acheminé par un seul conduit de porte, fournissant toute la
puissance et toute la communication requises pour faire fonctionner ledit mécanisme d’identification de com-
mande d’accès, ledit capteur de position de porte et ledit verrou de porte à accès commandé, ledit câble de
puissance-communication combiné mettant en œuvre une forme de protocole d’alimentation par Ethernet (PoE).

2. Module de commande d’accès selon la revendication 1,
ledit module de traitement étant conçu pour recevoir une identification d’accès dudit mécanisme d’identification de
commande d’accès ;
ledit module de traitement étant conçu pour incorporer ladite identification d’accès afin de créer une directive d’accès ;
et
ledit module de traitement étant conçu pour commander ledit verrou de porte à accès commandé sur la base de
ladite directive d’accès.

3. Module de commande d’accès selon la revendication 2, ladite adaptation du module de traitement pour recevoir
ladite identification d’accès comprenant ledit mécanisme d’identification de commande d’accès y compris un lecteur
de carte de commande d’accès.

4. Module de commande d’accès selon la revendication 2 ou 3,
ledit module de traitement étant conçu pour recevoir une position de porte détectée du capteur de position de porte ;
ledit module de traitement étant conçu pour recevoir un état demande_de_sortie détecté d’un commutateur de
demande de sortie (REX) ; et
ledit module de traitement étant conçu pour commander ledit verrou de porte à accès commandé sur la base de
ladite position de porte détectée, dudit état demande_de_sortie détecté et de ladite directive d’accès.

5. Module de commande d’accéder selon la revendication 4,
ledit module de traitement étant conçu pour déterminer un état de sécurité pour ladite porte sur la base de ladite
position de porte détectée, dudit état demande_de_sortie détecté et de ladite directive d’accès ;
ledit module de traitement étant conçu pour exécuter ladite directive d’accès sur ledit verrou de porte à accès
commandé ; et
ledit module de traitement étant conçu pour envoyer ledit état de sécurité.

6. Module de commande d’accès selon la revendication 5, ledit état de sécurité étant une porte sécurisée, une porte
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à ouverture forcée, une porte maintenue ouverte ou une porte déverrouillée.

7. Module de commande d’accès selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, ledit verrou de porte à
accès commandé comprenant un élément du groupe consistant en : un verrou de porte à commande piézoélectrique,
un verrou de porte à commande par solénoïde, et un moteur à courant continu (CC).

8. Module de commande d’accès selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, le moyen pour gérer ladite
puissance électrique provenant dudit câble de puissance-communication combiné, comprenant en outre :

un moyen pour gérer ladite puissance électrique dudit câble de puissance-communication combiné audit module
de traitement ; et
un moyen pour fournir une première puissance électrique audit mécanisme d’identification de commande
d’accès ; et
un moyen pour fournir une seconde puissance électrique audit verrou de porte à accès commandé.

9. Module de commande d’accès selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, ledit module de traitement
comprenant en outre :
ledit ordinateur de traitement couplé de manière accessible à une mémoire de traitement contenant au moins une
étape de programme d’un système de programme de traitement dirigeant ledit ordinateur de traitement.

10. Module de commande d’accès selon la revendication 9, ledit ordinateur de traitement comprenant un ordinateur,
une machine à états finis, un réseau neuronal et/ou un moteur d’inférence ;
ledit ordinateur comprenant au moins un processeur d’instructions et au moins un processeur de données ; chacun
desdits processeurs de données étant dirigé par au moins un desdits processeurs d’instructions.

11. Module de commande d’accès selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, ledit module de traitement
comprenant :

un moyen pour gérer ladite puissance électrique dudit câble de puissance-communication combiné audit module
de traitement, audit mécanisme d’identification de commande d’accès, et audit verrou de porte à accès
commandé ; et
un moyen pour ledit module de traitement interagissant avec ledit mécanisme d’identification de commande
d’accès et avec ledit câble de puissance-communication combiné pour commander ledit verrou de porte à accès
commandé.

12. Module de commande d’accès selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, ledit moyen de gestion de
ladite puissance électrique comprenant en outre : une interface de puissance couplée audit câble de puissance-
communication combiné.

13. Procédé de commande d’accès à travers une porte incorporant le module de commande d’accès selon l’une quel-
conque des revendications précédentes, comprenant les étapes suivantes :

fourniture d’une puissance électrique dudit câble de puissance-communication combiné audit module de trai-
tement dans ladite porte, audit mécanisme d’identification de commande d’accès dans ladite porte, et audit
verrou de porte à accès commandé dans ladite porte ; et
interaction dudit module de traitement avec ledit mécanisme d’identification de commande d’accès et avec ledit
câble de puissance-communication combiné pour commander ledit verrou de porte à accès commandé ; et
caractérisé en ce que
ledit câble de puissance-communication combiné, acheminé par un seul conduit de porte, fournissant toute la
puissance et toute la communication requises pour faire fonctionner ledit mécanisme d’identification de com-
mande d’accès, ledit capteur de position de porte et ledit verrou de porte à accès commandé, ledit câble de
puissance-communication combiné mettant en œuvre une forme de protocole d’alimentation par Ethernet (PoE).

14. Procédé selon la revendication 13, l’interaction avec ledit procédé module de traitement comprenant les étapes
suivantes :

réception dans ledit module de traitement d’une identification d’accès dudit mécanisme d’identification de com-
mande d’accès ;
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incorporation dans ledit module de traitement de ladite identification d’accès pour créer une directive d’accès ; et
ledit module de traitement commandant ledit verrou de porte à accès commandé sur la base de ladite directive
d’accès.
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